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Abstract Recent and past studies indicate that source code lexicon plays an im-
portant role in program comprehension. Developers often compose source code
identifiers with abbreviated words and acronyms, and do not always use consistent
mechanisms and explicit separators when creating identifiers. Such choices and
inconsistencies impede the work of developers that must understand identifiers by
decomposing them into their component terms, and mapping them onto dictionary,
application or domain words. When software documentation is scarce, outdated or
simply not available, developersmust therefore use the available contextual informa-
tion to understand the source code. This paper aims at investigating how developers
split and expand source code identifiers, and, specifically, the extent to which
different kinds of contextual information could support such a task. In particular,
we consider (i) an internal context consisting of the content of functions and
source code files in which the identifiers are located, and (ii) an external context
involving external documentation.We conducted a family of two experimentswith 63
participants, including bachelor, master, Ph.D. students, and post-docs. We randomly
sampled a set of 50 identifiers from a corpus of open source C programs and we asked
participants to split and expand them with the availability (or not) of internal and
external contexts.We report evidence on the usefulness of contextual information for
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identifier splitting and acronym/abbreviation expansion. We observe that the source
code files are more helpful than just looking at function source code, and that the
application-level contextual information does not help any further. The availability
of external sources of information only helps in some circumstances. Also, in some
cases, we observe that participants better expanded acronyms than abbreviations,
although in most cases both exhibit the same level of accuracy. Finally, results
indicated that the knowledge of English plays a significant effect in identifier split-
ting/expansion. The obtained results confirm the conjecture that contextual informa-
tion is useful in program comprehension, including when developers split and expand
identifiers to understand them.We hypothesize that the integration of identifier split-
ting and expansion tools with IDE could help to improve developers’ productivity.

Keywords Program understanding · Identifier splitting and expansion ·
Task context

1 Introduction

As programs evolve, the only up-to-date source of information is often the source
code in which identifiers (e.g., class, method, or attribute names) account for approx-
imately half of linguistic information (Deißenböck and Pizka 2005). Previous work
on program comprehension (Soloway et al. 1983; von Mayrhauser and Vans 1995)
highlighted the importance of textual information to capture and encode developers’
intent and knowledge. They showed that identifiers convey relevant information
about the application domain (Caprile and Tonella 1999; Deißenböck and Pizka
2005; Maletic and Marcus 2001), and have influence on software quality (Takang
et al. 1996; Lawrie et al. 2006b, 2007).

When the identifiers are made up of full (natural language) words and–or mean-
ingful abbreviations (e.g., predictBugs, execQuery), developers have little trouble
in identifying component terms (predict and bugs or execute and query), and thus
understanding the concepts conveyed by such identifiers. However, identifiers can be
acronyms, e.g., SOA, or abbreviations, e.g., cntr. Developers knowledgeable enough
with the application domain can expand them without excessive doubts, while others
could face some difficulty, e.g., it may not be clear whether cntr maps to “control”
or to “counter”. In some other cases, the abbreviations are quite cryptic, and their
expansions become therefore non-trivial e.g., cwdfn that can bemapped onto current,
working, directory, f iles, and number. To understand such identifiers, developers
need to determine the concepts they convey by splitting and expanding them to
their corresponding domain concepts. The splitting/expansion task can be performed
using contextual information, such as the neighbor source code (including other
identifiers), comments or external documentation. Similarly, tools developed for
automatic splitting and expansion of identifiers, such as Samurai (Enslen et al. 2009),
TIDIER (Guerrouj et al. 2013), or Normalize (Lawrie and Binkley 2011) also exploit
contextual information in the splitting and expansion process.

In this paper, we experimentally investigate factors that influence developers’
performances in identifier splitting and expansion. We conduct a family of two
experiments with 63 participants, including graduate students and post-docs at École
Polytechnique de Montréal. Each participant split and expanded a set of identifiers
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extracted from various C programs when working with different kinds of available
contextual information.

Splitting consists of dividing compound identifiers into their constituent terms
refereed to as “hard-words”. Hard-words are terms reflecting domain concepts
(Lawrie et al. 2006b) e.g., domain-specific terms or English words. Hard-words are
usually concatenated to form compound identifiers, using the Camel Case naming
convention, e.g., f ixBug, or underscore, e.g., f ix_bug. When no Camel Case conven-
tion or other separator (e.g., underscore) is used, e.g., f ixbug or pntrapplicationgid,
the component words f ix, bug, application, the abbreviation pntr, and the acronym
gid (i.e., group identifier) are called “soft-words” (Lawrie et al. 2006a). Identifier
expansion consists of mapping soft-words to their corresponding domain concepts
and is helpful for programming languages (e.g., C and C++) that favor the use of
short identifiers. In such languages, the use of abbreviations and acronyms is likely a
heritage of the past, when certain operating systems and compilers limited the maxi-
mum length of identifiers. In fact, a C developer may use the soft-word dir instead of
the hard-word directory, pntr instead of pointer, or net instead of network.

Specifically, the experiments aim at investigating:

1. The effect of contextual information. Contextual information is any information
that developers can access when splitting and expanding identifiers, and, in gen-
eral, information developers can have available during a program comprehen-
sion task. Normally, during such a task, a developer looks at neighboring source
code, i.e., the function where the identifier occurs, its file or even the entire
project, by reading comments, other identifiers, etc. In the first experiment, we
consider the internal context, i.e., source code functions and files, and the internal
plus external contexts, i.e., source code files, plus the availability of an acronym
dictionary, in the following referred to as “Acronym Finder”. In the second
experiment, we investigate two additional context levels, one consisting of all
source code files from the application, and another consisting of such files plus
the external context.

2. The accuracy in dealing with terms—composing identifiers—consisting of plain
English words, abbreviations, and acronyms.

3. The effect of factors that might influence the participants’ performances (Wohlin
et al. 2000): participants’ background, programming expertise, domain knowl-
edge, and English proficiency.

Results show that internal contextual information significantly impacts partici-
pants’ performances when they split and expand identifiers. Specifically, the avail-
ability of source code files significantly helps to better split and expand identifiers.
Larger contexts—i.e., the availability of the application source code—do not help any
further, while the availability of external information (e.g., an acronym dictionary) is
useful only in some cases.

Results also indicate that the knowledge of English influences participants’ ca-
pability to split and expand identifiers. Other characteristics, such as C experience
and participants’ background, do not have a significant effect on the participant’s
performances.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our experimental stud-
ies and the analysis methodology we followed to address our research questions.
Section 3 reports and discusses the quantitative results of our experiments. Section 4
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provides a qualitative analysis of the obtained results, while Section 5 discusses the
threats to validity of our experiments. Section 6 relates this work to the existing
literature. Finally, Section 7 concludes and outlines directions for future work.

2 Experiment Definition and Planning

This section describes our experiment following the templates provided by Basili
et al. (1994) and Wohlin et al. (2000).

2.1 Experiment Definition

The goal of this study is to investigate how developers split and expand source code
identifiers, with the purpose of evaluating the impact of contextual information as
well as of other factors, such as identifier characteristics and developers’ background.

The quality focus is program understanding, which could be improved by adopting
meaningful identifiers, or by designing tools that take into account contextual
information to improve their accuracy.

The perspective is of researchers and practitioners interested to (i) investigate the
extent to which contextual information helps developers properly understand and
map identifiers to dictionary (or domain) words, and (ii) determine the developers’
characteristics that are relevant for the identifier splitting and expansion task.

The participants involved in the study are bachelor, master, Ph.D. students, and
post-docs. The objects, i.e., identifiers to be split and expanded, and their related
context (e.g., source code files or functions in which they appear) have been extracted
from C open source utilities.

2.1.1 Experiment Subjects and Objects

The study was conducted as a family of two experiments—in the following referred
to as Exp I and Exp II—which will vary for the levels of context.

In both experiments, the participants are students and post-docs of the Computer
and Software Engineering department of École Polytechnique de Montréal. Exp
I had 42 participants: 28 Ph.D., eight master, and five bachelor students, plus one
post-doctoral fellow. Exp II had 21 participants: 10 Ph.D., six master, three bachelor
students, and two post-doctoral fellows. In total, we had 63 participants.

We collected information about all experiment participants, using a pre-
experiment questionnaire in which we asked participants to self-evaluate themselves
about their level of C programming knowledge, Linux knowledge, and English
proficiency. All participants have at least a basic knowledge in the C programming
language and have performed at least one maintenance task in previous years (i.e., it
was not the first time they had to deal with source code). In summary, the par-
ticipants’ population includes a variety of training levels (from bachelor to post-
doctoral) and, hence, it can be considered representative of young developers hired
by companies in theMontréal area. Also, participants have different levels of English
proficiency. The main characteristics of experiment participants and their back-
ground gained from the pre-experiment questionnaire are summarized in Table 1.
In parenthesis, we report the total number of English native speakers, that are a
subset of those who indicated an excellent English proficiency.
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Table 1 Participants’
characteristics and background

Characteristic Level # of participants

Exp I (42 participants)
Program of studies Bachelor 5

Master 9
Ph.D. 28
Post-doc 1

C programming Basic 11
experience Medium 23

Expert 9
English proficiency Bad 8

Good 8
Very good 18
Excellent 8 (7)

Linux knowledge Occasional 12
Basic usage 13
Knowledgeable 17
but not expert

Expert 0
Exp II (21 participants)
Program of studies Bachelor 3

Master 6
Ph.D. 10
Post-doc 2

C programming Basic 6
experience Medium 5

Expert 10
English proficiency Bad 1

Good 9
Very good 6
Excellent 11 (6)

Linux knowledge Occasional 10
Basic usage 6
Knowledgeable 5
but not expert

Expert 0

The participants split and expanded 50 identifiers randomly extracted from 34
open-source C applications. These applications are some GNU Unix Utilities1

(e.g., binutils, emacs, gcal, gcc, gcl, gmp, gnuradio, gnuspool, gprolog, gs, g77, lynx,
sendmail, or sed), and two operating system kernels (the Linux Kernel2 2.6.31.6 and
FreeBSD3). The GNU utilities belong to various domains. For example, gcal is a
calendar, gcc is a C compiler, g77 is a Fortran to C translator, lynx is a textual
browser, sendmail is a mail server, sed is a regular expression interpreter, and binutils
are various command line utilities (e.g., cat, wc, sort, etc.). The main characteristics
of the applications from which we sampled the 50 identifiers are summarized in

1http://www.gnu.org
2http://www.linux.org
3http://www.freebsd.org

http://www.gnu.org
http://www.linux.org
http://www.freebsd.org
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Appendix A. In this paper, we focus on C applications only because, as found in
a previous work (Guerrouj et al. 2013), Java identifiers (almost) strictly adhere to
the Camel Case convention and identifier construction rules as opposite to C and
C++ where developers tend to use short identifiers.

It can be noticed that the number of identifiers sampled from each application
is not perfectly uniform, i.e., there are applications that one identifier and others
contributed more than one. This because our purpose was not to have a set of
identifiers fully representative of these applications, but rather to represent different
characteristics of C identifiers (separators and terms composing such identifiers).

2.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis Formulation

In the following, we present and motivate the research questions addressed in our
paper, and formulate the related null hypotheses.

1. RQ1: To what extent does contextual information impact the splitting and ex-
pansion of source code identif iers? This research question analyzes the de-
velopers’ performances when splitting and expanding identifiers in absence
and presence of contextual information. When developers split identifiers and
expand abbreviations, it is possible that they do so relying on information (e.g.,
comments or other identifiers) in the neighborhoods of the identifiers, or on
other external sources of information (e.g., an acronym dictionary). In this paper,
we consider two types of contextual information (i) internal, i.e., information a
developer can get from source code or comments of the system itself, and (ii)
external, i.e., information a developer can retrieve from other sources, such as
dictionaries, acronym lists, etc. The contexts considered in the two experiments
are summarized in Table 2. In Exp I, we considered four different levels of
context, i.e., (i) the absence of contextual information (identifier in isolation with
no context), which constitutes for us a control group; (ii) a context concerning
the function where the identifier is located; (iii) a context concerning the file
where the identifier is located; and (iv), file-level context augmented with the
Acronym Finder to help the participant dealing with acronyms. It is important
to note that we only provided the Acronym Finder with the file-level context to
limit the number of possible treatments, and also because we were interested in
observing the effect of such an additional context level beyond the widest (file-
level) context of Exp I. For Exp II, in addition to (i) no context, (ii) file-level
context, and (iii) file plus Acronym Finder, we also considered (iv) application-
level context and (v) application-level plus Acronym Finder.

Table 2 Context levels
provided during Exp I and
Exp II

Context levels Exp I Exp II

No context (control group)
√ √

Function
√

File
√ √

File plus Acronym Finder
√ √

Application
√

Application plus Acronym Finder
√
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In Exp II, we did not consider the function-level context because: i) we already
concluded from the results of Exp I reported in Section 3 that the function
context level does not improve the participants performances when splitting and
expanding source code identifiers relative to the other context levels (i.e., file and
file plus external information levels); and ii) in Exp II we had only 21 participants
instead of 42 for Exp I, and therefore we had to limit the number of possible
treatments.
The null hypothesis being tested to address this research question is:

– H01: There is no signif icant ef fect of the context on the participants’ perfor-
mances when splitting and expanding source code identif iers.

2. RQ2: To what extent do the characteristics of terms composing identif iers af fect
splitting and expansion performances?
This research question investigates whether particular characteristics of terms
composing identifiers may favor or hinder the developer’s capability of splitting
and expanding such identifiers. Our conjecture is that, in general, identifiers com-
posed of English words would be easier to split, although this is not 100 % guar-
anteed because one can be tempted to expand an English word, e.g., add a plural,
conjugate a verb. Also, sometimes multiple splits are possible, e.g., callablein-
terface can be split into (callable, interface) or (call, able, interface). However,
generally acronyms and abbreviations are the major cause of imprecision. In
summary, this research question analyzes what percentage of English words,
acronyms, and abbreviations composing identifiers are correctly split/expanded
by the participants. Characteristics of the studied identifiers in terms of style
(e.g., separators such as underscore and–or Camel Case) and kind of terms they
contain are summarized in Table 21 in Appendix A of this paper. In this work, we
focus on the relevant contexts for the identifier splitting/ expansion rather than
the impact of identifiers style on such a task. However, recent research works
have investigated the use of different identifiers styles for program comprehen-
sion (Binkley et al. 2013; Sharif and Maletic 2010).
In summary, for what concerns RQ2, we test the following null hypothesis:

– H02: there’s no signif icant dif ference in the accuracy of splitting/expanding
full English words, acronyms, and abbreviations.

3. RQ3: To what extent do participants’ background and characteristics impact the
performance of identif ier splitting and expansion? This research question investi-
gates how variables—related to characteristics of the developers performing the
tasks—impact the splitting and expansion performances and the extent to which
such factors interact with the use of contextual information. In the following, we
will refer such factors as “population variables”. Specifically, the factors that we
consider are: (i) level of experience, (ii) programming language (C) knowledge,
(iii) domain knowledge (which concerns the knowledge of Unix/Linux utilities
for the programswe considered in our experiments), and (iv) English proficiency.
Given factori, one of these factors, we test two null hypotheses:

– H03a: there is no signif icant ef fect of factori on identif ier splitting and expan-
sion accuracy.

– H03b : there is no signif icant interaction between factori and the studied levels
of context on identif ier splitting and expansion accuracy.
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2.3 Variable Selection

In the following, we describe the dependent and independent variables of our two
experimental studies i.e., Exp I and Exp II.

2.3.1 Dependent Variables

Our first dependent variable is the correctness of the provided splitting and ex-
pansion, which measures the participants’ performances when performing identifier
splitting and expansion. Such a correctness is measured using precision and recall
with respect to a manually built oracle. Given an identifier si to split and expand,
oi = {oraclei,1, . . . oraclei,m} the expansion in the manually-produced oracle, and ti =
{termi,1, . . . termi,n} the set of terms obtained by participants, we define precision and
recall as follows:

precisioni = |ti ∩ oi|
|ti| , recalli = |ti ∩ oi|

|oi|
To provide an aggregated, overall measure of precision and recall, we use the F-

measure, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:

F−measurei = 2 · precisioni · recalli
precisioni + recalli

F-measure is often used in various studies, e.g., related to program comprehension
(Ricca et al. 2010) and, in general, in information retrieval (Baeza-Yates andRibeiro-
Neto 1999) to aggregate precision and recall. We introduce F-measure to provide an
aggregatemeasure of precision and recall, where precision and recall show consistent
trends with respect to our independent variable. However, wherever appropriate, we
also report results of precision and recall separately, which for all cases are available
in Appendix A.

For RQ2, we consider the accuracy of splitting/expanding identifiers terms of a
particular kind (English words, acronyms, and abbreviations):

Accuracy j = CETERMSj

TERMSj

where j = 1, 2, 3; TERMS1, TERMS2, and TERMS3 are the sets of all plain English
words, acronyms, and abbreviations contained in the identifiers considered in our
study respectively; CETERMS1, CETERMS2, and CETERMS3 are the sets of
correctly split/expanded English words, acronyms, and abbreviations.

To measure our dependent variables, we manually built our oracle by associating
each identifier with a list of terms obtained after splitting it and expanding them. We
only create one oracle for both the splitting and expansion because we consider them
as one task; we justify this assumption by the fact that identifier expansion involves
identifier splitting. In fact, one has first to identify terms composing an identifier and
then expand them to their corresponding domain concepts. For example, the oracle
entry for counterPntr would be counter pointer, obtained by splitting the identifier
after the seventh character and after expanding the abbreviation Pntr into pointer.
We built the oracle following a consensus-based approach, i.e., one author proposed
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an identifier split and expansion, which was then verified and validated by a second
author. In a few cases for which there was a disagreement, a discussion was held
among all the authors and a consensus was reached. If a consensus was not possible
and contrasting evidence was found, we removed the identifier from the oracle. We
adapted this approach to minimize the bias and the risk of producing erroneous
results. This procedure was motivated by the complexity of identifiers, which capture
developers’ domain and solution knowledge, experience, and personal preference.
Indeed, sometimes it is difficult to decode the true meaning of identifiers and, thus,
in the construction of the oracle, we performed a manual analysis of various sources
of information, such as projects change logs, developers’ mailing lists, source-code
comments, and user manuals. When producing the oracle, the authors needed to
access the later resources for about 20 % of the identifiers.

2.3.2 Independent Variables

The independent variables of our study are all the factors that we considered when
testing the null hypotheses formulated in Section 2.2 and summarized in Table 3.
Specifically, for RQ1 we consider the different levels of context; for RQ2 we
consider the different kinds of terms composing identifiers; for RQ3 we consider
population variables, i.e., experience level, C knowledge, Linux knowledge, and
English proficiency.

Table 3 Null hypotheses and independent variables

RQs Hyps. Descriptions Independent variables Independent variable levels

RQ1 H01 Effect of context Context levels Exp I: no context, function,
file, file plus Acronym
Finder

Exp II: No context, file,
file plus Acronym Finder,
application, and application
plus Acronym Finder

RQ2 H02 Effect of the Kind of terms Plain English words,
kinds of terms acronyms, abbreviations
composing
identifiers

RQ3 H03a Effect of participant Experience, C knowledge, Experience levels: bachelor,
characteristics/ domain (Linux) master, Ph.D., post-doc
background knowledge, English C knowledge levels: basic,
(population proficiency medium, expert
variables) Domain (Linux) knowledge

levels: occasional, basic,
knowledgeable, expert

English proficiency levels: bad,
good, very good, excellent

H03b Interaction of
population
variables with
use of context
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2.4 Experiment Procedure and Design

This section describes the design choices that we made to limit threats to our
experiment’s validity. We first detail the tasks performed by participants, then we
describe the experiment designs of Exp I and Exp II, and how the extraneous factors
are controlled (e.g., collaborative work, Internet connection, etc.).

2.4.1 Exp I

In Exp I, each participant split and expanded 40 different identifiers from the original
set of the 50 identifiers. On the one hand, the reason behind asking each subject to
split/expand only 40 identifiers was to limit the fatigue effect. On the other hand,
we made sure that each identifier were assigned to (roughly) the same number of
subjects, with the same proportion of different contexts as shown in the experimental
design.

Different participants operated having different levels of context available:

– without context i.e., just an identifier in an empty page as shown in Fig. 1a;
– within a source code function, i.e., participants could browse the source code of

the function containing the identifier;
– within a source code f ile, i.e., participants could browse the source code of the

file containing the identifier as shown in Fig. 1b;
– with a source code f ile plus external context, i.e., participants have access to an

identifier source code file plus a list of widely used (cross-domain) acronyms and
abbreviations, named Acronym Finder.4

Participants had access to computers with two screens. On one screen, they had
access to the Web application where all questions and tasks appear. When dealing
with function, file, and file plus Acronym Finder context levels, we provided to
participants pretty-printed source code in HTML format through a Web browser.
On the second screen, they had access to the response form. We informed the
participants before the experiment that the time available for the tasks was 120
minutes in total, and that they were free to leave at any time without incurring any
penalty. Collected information was anonymous. We validated the response forms
to make sure that participants correctly followed the experiment procedure. Partici-
pants were aware of the general goal of the study—i.e., to investigate how developers
split and expand identifiers—but did not know the exact hypotheses being tested.

We randomly gave to each group of participants different sets of 40 identifiers to
make sure that, in our design, all the 50 identifiers of our samples were split/expanded
by multiple participants. Also, the task was organized in a way giving the participants
different ordering of treatments to avoid fatigue and learning effects i.e., we avoided
to give to participants identifiers to split/expand without context, then with function
level and so on. To achieve such a goal, we created five sets of ten identifiers

4http://www.acronymfinder.com

http://www.acronymfinder.com
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Fig. 1 Example of treatments
received by the participants:
no-context and file-level
context

(a) no context

(b) file

(ids1 . . . ids5) and assigned to each participant four of these five groups. To allow
each subject splitting/expanding 40 identifiers, and to make sure that each identifier
were split by roughly the same number of people, we needed to group participants in
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a way that each group received four sets of identifiers. That is, we needed five groups
of subjects i.e., the combinations of five items by groups of four:

(
5

4

)
= 5!

4! · (5 − 4)! = 5

Table 4 shows a summary of our experimental design. Given Groupi the i-th
group of participants, ids j a set j of ten identifiers to be split and expanded by
participants with j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and cxk effect of context k on the participants’
performances with k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. In our case, the different levels of context are
cx1: no contextual information; cx2: contextual information related to the function
where the identifier appears; cx3: contextual information related to the file where
the identifier appears; and cx4: as cx3, plus Acronym Finder. As described in Table 4,
each group of participants dealt with the four context levels, we gave each group a set
of ten identifiers per context, i.e., a total of 40 different identifiers to split and expand.
We randomized the ordering of treatments to mitigate such a threat, however it is
impossible to have all possible orderings (which would be 40!). In principle, we could
have given to each participant all identifiers of a given set with a given context, then
another set with a different context, and so on. For instance, we could have given to
participants of Group1 all identifiers of ids1 with context cx1, then identifiers of ids2
with cx2, and so on. However, this could have caused learning and boredom effects,
because participants of Group1 would have worked with context cx1 first, then with
cx2, etc. To avoid such effect, we used a slightly different design. Specifically, for
Group1 an identifier was randomly extracted from ids1—as denoted in Table 4 by
the function rnd()—and provided to participants with context cx1, then one identifier
from ids2 with cx2, one from ids3 with cx3, and one identifier from ids4 with cx4. After
that, the sequence restarted using again (without resampling) an identifier from ids1,
and so on. We believe that randomizing the ordering of treatments mitigates the
threat related to the order of the application since it is impossible to have all possible
orderings for each group of subjects (which would be 40! in Exp I). We followed
the same procedure for the other groups, however not in the same order so that the
idsj-cx j association is not always the same instance.

Table 4 Exp I: Experimental design

Sequence Group1 Group2 Group3 Group4 Group5

1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids2)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1

2 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2

3 rnd(ids3)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids3)-cx3

4 rnd(ids4)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4

5 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids2)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1

6 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2

7 rnd(ids3)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids3)-cx3

8 rnd(ids4)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids2)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1 rnd(ids1)-cx1

38 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids3)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2 rnd(ids2)-cx2

39 rnd(ids3)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids4)-cx3 rnd(ids3)-cx3

40 rnd(ids4)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4 rnd(ids5)-cx4
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To create the five groups, we considered blocks of participants with a basic,
medium, and expert knowledge of C. Participants were also blocked according
to their level of English, and their background. Then, we created five groups by
randomly assigning participants from blocks in nearly identical proportions. Each of
the five groups is of approximately the same size (either eight or nine participants).
Then, when assigning identifiers to groups, since each group worked on a subset of
40 out of the 50 identifiers, we made sure that each group worked on a roughly equal
proportions of plain English words, abbreviations, and acronyms. Table 5 shows the
distribution of abbreviations, acronyms and plain English words per group of partic-
ipants. The total number of plain English words, abbreviations and acronyms in all
the 50 identifiers is reported on the legend of Table 5. The latter number is different
for each category because in this work, we did not explicitly design our studies to
analyze whether the splitting/expansion difficulty is related to the kinds of terms that
compose identifiers. We studied the accuracy of splitting/expanding different kinds
of terms (i.e., abbreviations, acronyms, English words) and how this accuracy varies
with different levels of context. In addition, our design reflects the “real” proportions
of each category of terms (abbreviations, acronyms, and English words) that belong
to realistic identifiers that we used in our experiments. Hence, our design tries to
mimic “reality”, when developers must understand real identifiers.

To check whether the proportions of English words, abbreviations and acronyms
in our sample also for larger data sets, we took 492 C identifiers extracted from a
corpus GNU projects and used as a benchmark in a previous study (Guerrouj et al.
2013). Then, we computed the proportions of kind of terms composing identifiers,
and we found similar proportions: 27 % of English words (32 % in our sample),
55 % of abbreviations (62 % in our case), and 12 % of acronyms (11 % in our case).
Besides that, even if the data set is unbalanced, this does not affect the statistical
analyses, because, as shown in Section 3, we used a statistical test (i.e., permutation
test) that is not sensible to unbalanced data sets.

In summary, it is important to point out that the experimental design fully reflects
the need for controlling the Context factor investigated in RQ1. The effect of the
independent variable of RQ2 (terms contained in identifiers) is controlled by means
of blocking, i.e., assigning to different groups roughly equal proportions of identifiers
containing full English words, abbreviations and acronyms as indicated in Table 5,
and by means of randomization as explained above. Clearly, the randomization is
only partial as it is not possible to have all possible combinations of identifiers and/or
of applications to which the identifiers belong. Finally, population variables related
to RQ3 are dealt by means of blocking as explained above.

Table 5 Distribution of kinds
of identifier terms for Exp I,
out of a total of 86
abbreviations, 19 acronyms,
and 48 plain English words

Exp I

Groups of Abbreviations Acronyms Plain
participants English

Group 1 60 14 42
Group 2 69 15 40
Group 3 67 16 34
Group 4 65 16 37
Group 5 70 14 40
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The rationale for making participants deal with identifiers belonging to different
domain applications was to (1) maximize the number of data points (observations)
so as to increase statistical power, (2) avoid bias from the differences in programs’
complexity, and (3) make general conclusions from the obtained results. Detailed
information about the specific identifiers and contexts provided to participants is
available in our replication package.

2.4.2 Exp II

Exp II was a replication of Exp I, having two main purposes:

1. Exploring the usefulness of additional level of context, namely the availability of
the whole source code of an application, with and without the additional support
of the Acronym Finder.

2. Corroborating the conclusions of Exp I, by employing more experienced partici-
pants, and in particular participants having a better level of English, which plays
an important role in splitting/expansion as we observed in Exp I.

3. Allowing each participant to work—in different ordering and with different
context levels—on all the 50 identifiers, whereas in Exp I each participant
received only a subset of 40 identifiers. This decision helped avoid any blocking
issue on RQ2, since all participants had to deal with all the 50 identifiers i.e., 48
plain English words, 86 abbreviations, and 19 acronyms.

Table 2 summarizes the context levels considered in Exp I and Exp II.
The experimental design of Exp II is similar to that of Exp I, except that (i)

there are five context levels instead of four, and (ii) each participant received all
the 50 identifiers instead of 40 of them. Similarly to Exp I, we had five groups of
participants, we considered blocks of participants with a basic, medium, and expert
knowledge of C. Participants were also blocked according to their level of English
and their background. Then, we created five groups by randomly assigning partici-
pants from blocks in nearly identical proportions. Each of the five groups is of ap-
proximately the same size (either four or five participants). Then, each group worked
on the 50 identifiers i.e., on the total number of plain English words, abbreviations,
and acronyms reported on the legend of Table 5.

The way identifiers were presented to participants is the same as for Exp I.
However, for the application-level context, it was not convenient to show the whole
application source code in a Web page. Instead, when participants had to work with
application or application plus Acronym Finder context levels, they had access to
the identifier applications in the Eclipse-JDT IDE, while the Web application only
indicated the identifier to be split/expanded and the name of the application where
the identifier appears. Since we increased the number of identifiers in Exp II, we
also increased the time allocated to the experimental tasks. In fact, we informed
the participants before the experiment that the time available for the tasks was 180
minutes in total, and that they were free to leave at any time without incurring any
penalty. We also explained to them that the collected data was anonymous and made
them aware of the general goal of the study without revealing the exact hypotheses
being tested.
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2.4.3 Post-experiment Questionnaire

In both Exp I and Exp II, after having completed their task, we gave to participants
a post-experiment questionnaire, aimed at gaining insights about the collected data.
We asked each participant whether the context was helpful for him/her. A summary
of the post-experiment questionnaire is shown in Table 6; answers were collected on
a five-point Likert scale, plus a free text form where the participants were asked to
provide further comments, if any.

2.5 Analysis Methodology

In the following we describe the statistical procedures used to analyze our results. All
of them have been applied using the R statistical environment (R Core Team 2012).

RQ1 concerns the comparison of the precision, recall, and F-measure of identifier
splitting/expansion provided by the participants for the studied levels of context.
Other than showing boxplots and descriptive statistics, we test the null hypothesis
H01 using the Wilcoxon paired test. We used the latter test to perform a pairwise
comparison of the results obtained for each identifier (on which the test is paired)
with the different levels of context. Since we applied the Wilcoxon test multiple
times, we had to adjust p-values. We used the Holm’s correction procedure (Holm
1979). This procedure sorts the p-values resulting from n tests in ascending order
of values, multiplying the smallest by n, the next by n− 1, and so on. Results
are interpreted as statistically significant at α = 5 %. In addition to the statistical
comparison, we computed the effect-size of the difference using Cliff’s delta (d) non-
parametric effect size measure (Grissom and Kim 2005), defined as the probability
that a randomly-selected member of one sample has a higher response than a
randomly selected member of a second sample, minus the reverse probability. Cliff’s
d ranges in the interval [−1, 1] and is considered small for 0.148 ≤ d < 0.33, medium
for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474, and large for d ≥ 0.474.

RQ2 concerns the accuracy in splitting/expanding terms composing identifiers and
consisting of plain English words, acronyms and abbreviations. We performed the
analysis of RQ2 by pairwise comparing the proportions of correctly split/expanded
identifiers belonging to different categories, and using different contexts. Such a
comparison is done using the Fisher’s exact test (Sheskin 2007). In addition, we used
the Odds Ratio (OR) (Sheskin 2007) as an effect size measure. OR is defined as
the ratio of the odds of an event occurring in one group to the odds of it occurring

Table 6 Post-experiment survey questionnaire

ID Questions

Summary of post-experiment questionnaire
Question 1 How did you find the information provided in the experiment procedure?
Question 2 Was the context helpful when splitting and expanding identifiers? If yes, what was

the most helpful type of context (Function, File, File plus Acronym Finder,
Application, or Application plus Acronym Finder) for you among the
investigated ones?

Question 3 To what extent was your knowledge in Linux helpful when splitting and expanding
source code identifiers?

Question 4 Were the comments provided with the source code helpful for you when splitting
and expanding the identifiers in question?
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in another group. For contingency matrices, like our case, the OR is defined as:
OR = (Wrong1/Corr1) / (Wrong2/Corr2), whereWrong1 andCorr1 are the number
of wrongly and correctly split/expanded terms for the first context, respectively, while
Wrong2 and Corr2 the number of wrongly and correctly split terms for the second
context. An OR of 1 indicates that the condition or event under study is equally
likely in both groups. An OR greater than 1 indicates that the condition or event
is more likely in the first group. Vice versa, an OR lower than 1 indicates that the
condition or event is more likely in the second group.

RQ3 analyzes the interaction between the effect of context levels on participants’
performances when splitting/expanding identifiers and a set of investigated popula-
tion variables (experience, Linux expertise, C knowledge, and English proficiency).
The analysis of population variables is performed using permutation tests (Baker
1995). The permutation test is a non-parametric alternative to the two-way Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA); differently from ANOVA, it does not require data to be
normally distributed. The general idea behind such a test is that the data distributions
are built and compared by computing all possible values of the statistical test while
rearranging the labels (representing the various factors being considered) of the data
points. We used an implementation available in the lmPerm R package. We have
set the number of iterations of the permutation test procedure to 500,000. Since the
permutation test samples permutations of combination of factor levels, multiple runs
of the test may produce different results. We made sure to choose a high number of
iterations such that results did not vary over multiple executions of the procedure.

Wherever the permutation test indicates the presence of significant differences,
we identify which pair(s) of factor levels exhibit the difference by using the Tukey’s
HSD (Honest Significant Differences) test (Sheskin 2007).

3 Experimental Results

In this section, we report the quantitative results of our experiments, with the aim of
addressing the research questions formulated in Section 2.2.

3.1 RQ1 – Context Relevance

Figure 2 shows, for both experiments, the boxplots of F-measure computed for
the studied context levels. Boxplots related to precision and recall can be found in
Appendix B. Table 7 reports descriptive statistics, of precision, recall and F-measure
i.e., 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, mean and standard deviation.

For Exp I, the boxplots and the table show that the participants achieve the
best performances in terms of precision, recall and F-measure when using file plus
Acronym Finder and file contexts. The recall (and consequently the F-measure) re-
sults are slightly higher for the File plus Acronym Finder context, while the precision
is similar for the two contexts. Function-level context yields lower performances
(precision, recall, F-measure) than the other context levels, and performances are
even lower when no contextual information is provided. These results were ex-
pected. In fact, when no context was available, participants were guessing possible
split/expansion of identifiers and, thus, the chances of providing correct answers
were low, which, reflects the low precision, recall, and consequently the F-measure.
Having only the source code function where the identifier appears as context was, in
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Fig. 2 Boxplots of F-measure
for the different context levels
(AF = Acronym Finder)
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general, not sufficient to know the exact semantics of the code and, consequently,
its identifiers especially if the function is not sufficiently commented. Providing
participants with a wider context such as the file (with or without) Acronym Finder is
helpful to understand the program. The availability of theAcronym Finder favors the
increase of recall because, in general, it helps participants to correctly split/expand
some acronyms by selecting the correct expansion among all the possible ones
available in the Acronym Finder.

Data also shows that, as the available context increases (i.e., from no context to
function-level context, file, and file plus Acronym Finder), the performance variation
(in terms of interquartile range and of variance) also increases, especially for what
concerns the precision. The latter result can be explained because, although a wider
context can provide additional information which could, in some case, increase the
uncertainty when performing the splitting and expansion. Such observation will be
further investigated in RQ2.
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Table 7 Precision, recall, and F-measure of identifier splitting and expansion with different contexts

Metrics Contexts 1q Median 3q Mean σ

Exp I
Precision No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.27

Function 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.63 0.29
File 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.65 0.30
File plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.69 0.30

Recall No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.47 0.27
Function 0.33 0.50 1.00 0.59 0.30
File 0.40 0.67 1.00 0.64 0.31
File plus Acronym Finder 0.48 0.67 1.00 0.68 0.31

F-measure No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.48 0.27
Function 0.40 0.57 1.00 0.60 0.20
File 0.44 0.67 1.00 0.64 0.30
File plus Acronym Finder 0.49 0.67 1.00 0.68 0.30

Exp II
Precision No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.51 0.28

File 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.68 0.30
File plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.69 0.29
Application 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.68 0.30
Application plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.69 0.29

Recall No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.48 0.28
File 0.33 0.67 1.00 0.65 0.32
File plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.69 0.30
Application 0.40 0.67 1.00 0.66 0.32
Application plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.69 0.30

F-measure No context 0.33 0.50 0.67 0.49 0.27
File 0.40 0.67 1.00 0.66 0.31
File plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.70 0.29
Application 0.44 0.67 1.00 0.67 0.31
Application plus Acronym Finder 0.50 0.67 1.00 0.68 0.30

For Exp II, and consistently with what we found in Exp I, results indicate that
the file-level context help obtain better performances than no context and that there
is a slight improvement when the Acronym Finder is added. If using a larger—i.e.,
application-level—context, performances do not further improve. These results were
expected since participants, to avoid being overwhelmed by a large context such
as the application-level, focused, in general, on source code files where identifiers
appear. This finding confirms our conjecture that—differently from automatic tools
(e.g., Guerrouj et al. 2013)—developers can only benefit from a limited context, i.e.,
while having the entire application, the available source code does not introduce
further benefits.

Tables 8 and 9 report results of the statistical comparison among the different
levels of context for Exp I and Exp II respectively. Specifically, it shows the
difference in participants’ performances when using a context level Context 1 versus
another one Context 2 (adjusted p-values5 and Cliff’s d effect size are positive when
the effect is in favor of Context 1).

5Significant p-values are highlighted in bold face here and in all other tables.
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Table 8 Exp I: Precision, recall, and F-measure for different context levels: results of Wilcoxon
paired test and Cliff’s delta

Context 1 Context 2 Cliff’s d Adj p

Precision
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0747 0.120
File Function 0.0571 0.140
File No context 0.2947 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder Function 0.1296 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3624 <0.001
Function No context 0.2446 <0.001

Recall
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0699 0.080
File Function 0.1058 0.01
File No context 0.3293 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder Function 0.1668 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3871 <0.001
Function No context 0.2215 <0.001

F-measure
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0731 0.060
File Function 0.0855 0.060
File No context 0.3214 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder Function 0.1530 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3841 <0.001
Function No context 0.2427 <0.001

For Exp I, as indicated by Table 8, there is a significant difference in participants’
performances, in terms of precision, between file plus Acronym Finder and no
context with a medium effect size; file and no context with a small effect size;
function and no context with a small effect size. These differences are significant
because participants perform significantly better when they are provided, in general,
with some context. However, their performance decreases when no context i.e.,
no information about the semantics of the identifiers is provided. There is also a
significant difference between file plus Acronym Finder and function with a small
effect size. The latter result can be explained by the fact that the source code file
contains more information about the application than the function. Also, adding
the Acronym Finder to the file makes the context even more useful than the
function level. In all other cases, there is no significant difference. Similar results
were obtained for recall. In fact, there is a significant difference in participants’
performances between file plus Acronym Finder and no context with a medium
effect size; file and no context with a small effect size; function and no context with
a small effect size; file plus Acronym Finder and function with a small effect size.
In addition, there is a difference, in terms of recall, between file and function with a
small effect size. This difference is explained by the fact that a limited context such as
the source code function does not provide helpful information to participants when
splitting/expanding identifiers. In all other cases, there is no significant difference.
Finally, for the F-measure, differences are significant, as expected, between file and
no context with a small effect size, between file plus Acronym Finder and no context
with a medium effect size, between function and no context with a small effect size,
and between file plus Acronym Finder and function with a small effect size. The
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Table 9 Exp II: Precision, recall, and F-measure for different context levels: results of Wilcoxon
paired test and Cliff’s delta

Context 1 Context 2 Cliff’s d Adj p

Precision
Application plus Acronym Finder Application 0.0013 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File plus Acronym Finder 0.0495 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File 0.0077 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3345 <0.001
Application File plus Acronym Finder 0.0507 1.000
Application File 0.0034 1.00
Application No context 0.3304 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0540 1.000
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3883 <0.001
File No context 0.3834 <0.001

Recall
Application plus Acronym Finder Application 0.0318 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File plus Acronym Finder 0.0282 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File 0.0453 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3519 <0.001
Application File plus Acronym Finder 0.0604 1.000
Application File 0.0145 1.0000
Application No context 0.3120 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0741 1.000
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3836 <0.001
File No context 0.2916 <0.001

F-measure
Application plus Acronym Finder Application 0.0184 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File plus Acronym Finder 0.0405 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder File 0.0277 1.000
Application plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3471 <0.001
Application File plus Acronym Finder 0.0548 1.000
Application File 0.0093 1.0000
Application No context 0.3234 <0.001
File plus Acronym Finder File 0.0647 1.000
File plus Acronym Finder No context 0.3882 <0.001
File No context 0.3095 <0.001

latter result is justified by the relevance of information provided by the source code
file context and also by the help of the Acronym Finder, compared to the information
provided by the function-level context.

Regarding Exp II, results reported in Table 9 indicate that all context levels (file
and application, with and without Acronym Finder) exhibit, in terms of precision, a
significantly higher precision than no context, with a medium ef fect size. The latter
result is justified by the fact that contextual information provides hints and clues
to the participants to understand the meaning of identifiers and, hence, correctly
split/expand them. However, there is no significant difference between any pair
of these contexts. That is, beyond the file-level context, the precision does not
significantly increase, which means that providing participants with a large context
does not help attain better performances since, in general, participants will browse
the source code files where the identifiers appear when facing too much information
i.e., the application-level context. Consistent results—in terms of the statistical
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significance and effect size—were obtained for recall and F-measure too between
application plus Acronym Finder and no context, as well as between file plus
Acronym Finder and no context. The latter results were expected since the level
of context increased and also the availability of the Acronym Finder helps improve
the participants performance, in terms of recall, and, thus, F-measure by providing
additional information and indications about the semantic of identifiers. Results of
recall and F-measure are however, as expected, significant with a small ef fect size
between the application and no context levels, and between file and no context levels
because, in general, when facing identifiers made up of acronyms without knowing
or having clues about these acronyms, participants show low performances in terms
of recall, as they cannot figure out the exact expansion of the acronym even if they
can be able to split/expand parts of it.

In summary, we can conclude that contextual information signif icantly increases
the participants’ performances when splitting and expanding identif iers, in terms of
precision, recall, and F-measure. Different levels of context do not exhibit significant
differences, although the file plus Acronym Finder-level context exhibits (in Exp I)
better performances than the function-level context. An application-level context
does not contribute to improve the performance, if compared with a narrower
context i.e., file-level.

3.2 RQ2: Effect of Kinds of Terms Composing Identifiers

In this section, we study the accuracy of splitting/expanding terms of different kinds
composing identifiers, and how this accuracy varies with different levels of context.
Table 10 reports the number of abbreviations, acronyms, and plain English terms
that have been correctly expanded (# Matched), the number of those incorrectly
expanded (#Unmatched), and the expansion accuracy. Table 11 reports the results of
the pairwise comparison of accuracies for different kinds of terms; it shows Fisher’s
exact test adjusted p-values and OR.

For Exp I, as shown by Table 11, and for all levels of context, plain English
words were significantly easier to expand than acronyms and abbreviations, with
an OR between 2 and 2.6. The latter result can be perceived as obvious, because
plain English words per se do not need to be expanded. However, as discussed in
Section 2.2, two problems can still arise (i) identifiers composed of two or more
English words can lead towards multiple possible splittings, and (ii) people might
still “expand” an English word by conjugating verbs, adding/removing plurals, etc.
Indeed, for these reasons, as Table 10 shows, the accuracy for plain English words is
not 100 %, but it ranges between 81 % for the no context level and 87 % for the file-
and function-level contexts in Exp I, and between 83 % for the no context level and
92 % for the file-level context in Exp II.

Results of Exp I do not indicate any significant difference between proportions of
correctly expanded abbreviations and acronyms. Indeed, the accuracy is very similar
for all context levels, and the OR∼ 1, i.e., abbreviations and acronyms have equal
chances to be correctly expanded. As Table 10 shows, their accuracy ranges between
63 % with no context and 78 % with the file plus Acronym Finder context.

Exp II shows slightly different results than Exp I. First, as it can be noticed in
Table 10, the percentage of plain English terms correctly split/expanded is higher
than in Exp I, and it ranges between 83 % with no context and 92 % with the file
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Table 10 Proportions of kind of identifiers’ terms correctly expanded per context level

Context Kind of term # Matched # Unmatched Accuracy (%)

Exp I
File plus Acronym Finder Abbreviation 523 169 75.58

Acronym 112 31 78.32
Plain 336 50 87.05

File Abbreviation 542 164 76.77
Acronym 94 32 74.60
Plain 346 50 87.37

Function Abbreviation 582 161 78.33
Acronym 97 36 72.93
Plain 374 52 87.79

No context Abbreviation 467 248 65.31
Acronym 82 47 63.57
Plain 326 75 81.30

OVERALL Abbreviation 2114 742 74.02
Acronym 385 146 72.50
Plain 1382 227 85.89

Exp II
Application plus Acronym Finder Abbreviation 274 69 79.88

Acronym 57 13 81.43
Plain 181 17 91.41

Application Abbreviation 266 87 75.35
Acronym 57 12 82.61
Plain 180 19 90.45

File plus Acronym Finder Abbreviation 295 61 82.87
Acronym 63 10 86.30
Plain 176 16 91.67

File Abbreviation 272 84 76.40
Acronym 57 10 85.07
Plain 162 13 92.57

No context Abbreviation 242 114 67.98
Acronym 51 16 76.12
Plain 162 31 83.94

OVERALL Abbreviation 1349 415 76.47
Acronym 285 61 82.37
Plain 861 96 89.97

level context. Abbreviations have accuracy in line with—or slightly higher than—
Exp I, i.e., ranging between 68 % (with no context) and 83 % (with the file plus
Acronym Finder level). The latter results can be explained by the fact that partici-
pants of Exp II have a high proficiency of English that helped them recognize plain
English words and expand abbreviations. Results of the statistical comparison—
shown in Table 11—indicate, as expected, that plain English words always exhibit
a significantly higher accuracy than abbreviations. The OR shows that the chances
of correctly splitting/expanding plain English words are 2–4 times higher than
abbreviations. Interestingly, in Exp II there is no significant difference between
splitting/expanding acronyms and plain English words. The latter result suggests that
participants of Exp II did not face difficulties when splitting/expanding acronyms.
This can be justified by their knowledge of the domain, and thus, of its acronyms that
play a important role besides their proficiency in English. In summary, such a finding
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Table 11 Participants’ performances on different kind of identifiers’ terms per context level: Fisher
exact test results

Context Kind 1 Kind 2 OR Adj. p-value

Exp I
File Acronym Abbreviation 0.889 0.649

Plain Abbreviation 2.093 <0.001
Plain Acronym 2.351 0.002

File plus Acronym Finder Acronym Abbreviation 1.167 0.520
Plain Abbreviation 2.170 <0.001
Plain Acronym 1.858 0.040

Function Acronym Abbreviation 0.746 0.177
Plain Abbreviation 1.989 <0.001
Plain Acronym 2.664 <0.001

No context Acronym Abbreviation 0.927 0.690
Plain Abbreviation 2.307 <0.001
Plain Acronym 2.486 <0.001

Exp II
Application plus Acronym Finder Acronym Abbreviation 1.104 0.870

Plain Abbreviation 2.677 0.001
Plain Acronym 2.419 0.057

Application Acronym Abbreviation 1.552 0.217
Plain Abbreviation 3.093 <0.001
Plain Acronym 1.989 0.170

File plus Acronym Finder Acronym Abbreviation 1.302 0.604
Plain Abbreviation 2.271 0.013
Plain Acronym 1.742 0.493

File Acronym Abbreviation 1.758 0.176
Plain Abbreviation 3.840 <0.001
Plain Acronym 2.178 0.176

No context Acronym Abbreviation 1.500 0.392
Plain Abbreviation 2.458 <0.001
Plain Acronym 1.636 0.392

suggests that—at least for Exp II–the major issue for participants was to split/expand
abbreviations, and not acronyms.

In summary, findings of RQ2 indicate that:

– As expected, in both experiments, plain English words are handled better than
abbreviations and acronyms.

Table 12 F-measure: two-way permutation test by context & knowledge of Linux

Df R Sum Sq RMean Sq Pr(Prob)

Exp I
Context 3.000 9.802 3.267 <0.001
Linux 2.000 0.031 0.015 0.841
Context:Linux 6.000 0.587 0.098 0.309
Residuals 1668.000 142.012 0.085

Exp II
Context 4.000 5.594 1.398 <0.001
Linux 2.000 0.586 0.293 0.037
Context:Linux 8.000 0.150 0.019 0.988
Residuals 1035.000 91.541 0.088
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Table 13 Knowledge of Linux (Exp II): results of the Tukey’s HSD test

Pair of Linux knowledge levels diff lwr upr Adj. p-value

2: basic-1: occasional −0.021 −0.072 0.029 0.587
3: knowledgeable-1: occasional −0.059 −0.113 −0.005 0.027
3: knowledgeable-2: basic −0.037 −0.097 0.021 0.297

– In one case (Exp II), participants were able to handle acronyms with perfor-
mances not significantly different from plain English words. Intuitively, one
could probably be tempted to consider abbreviations easier to handle than
acronyms, because they are often obtained by dropping some letters (often
vowels) from the original words. However, it turns out that this is not the
case. Our interpretation is that most of the acronyms (at least within a specific
domain) lead towards a unique expansion, and many of them are well known
by participants especially those knowledgable in the domain i.e., Linux in our
case. Also, additional context levels such as Acronym Finder, or the availability
of the entire application source code can sometimes provide a useful support
for expanding acronyms. Instead, many abbreviations can lead towards multiple
possible expansions, hence causing imprecisions, e.g., cntr can be expanded to
counter or control.

– The high performances obtained by participants of Exp II for acronyms rather
than abbreviations can be explained by their high level of English as shown in
Table 1. The effect of such a population variable will be further investigated
in RQ3.

In summary, we can conclude plain English words are handled/recognized better
than abbreviations and acronyms, that there is, in general, no significant difference in
splitting and expanding acronyms and abbreviations, although in some case (Exp II)
acronyms are easy to split/expand than abbreviations.

3.3 RQ3: Effect of Population Variables

This subsection reports results concerning the interaction of population variables—
i.e., knowledge of Linux (domain knowledge), knowledge of the C programming
language, knowledge of English, and participants’ background.

Table 12 shows, for both experiments, the two-way permutation test of F-measure
by context (Context row) and Linux knowledge (Linux row). As the table shows,

Table 14 F-measure: two-way permutation test by context & knowledge of C

Df R Sum Sq RMean Sq Pr(Prob)

Exp I
Context 3.000 7.596 2.532 <0.001
CExp 2.000 0.289 0.144 0.194
Context:CExp 6.000 0.300 0.050 0.741
Residuals 1668.000 142.040 0.085

Exp II
Context 4.000 5.346 1.337 <0.001
CExp 2.000 0.032 0.016 1.000
Context:CExp 8.000 0.484 0.061 0.703
Residuals 1035.000 91.760 0.089
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Table 15 F-measure: two-way permutation test by context & program of studies

Df R sum Sq R mean Sq Pr(Prob)

Exp I
Context 3.000 2.860 0.953 <0.001
Program 3.000 0.396 0.132 0.199
Context:Program 9.000 0.170 0.019 0.992
Residuals 1664.000 142.059 0.085

Exp II
Context 4.000 4.633 1.158 <0.001
Program 3.000 0.093 0.031 0.799
Context:Program 12.000 0.644 0.054 0.863
Residuals 1030.000 96.278 0.093

for Exp I the Linux knowledge has no effect on the F-measure. Also, there is no
significant interaction (Context:Linux row) between the two factors. Thus, there is
no evidence of a correlation between the accuracy (i.e., F-measure) of identifier
splitting/expansion and the knowledge of Linux.

In Exp II, however, the Linux knowledge has a significant effect, although it does
not interact with the context. As reported in Table 13, results of the Tukey’sHSD test
show a significant difference between participants having a “knowledgeable” level of
Linux and participants having an “occasional” one.

Table 14 shows results of the two-way permutation test of F-measure by context
(Context row) and C experience (CExp row). As the table shows, for both exper-
iments C experience has no effect on the F-measure. Also, there is no significant
interaction (Context:CExp row) between the two factors.

We conclude that there is no evidence of a correlation between identifier split-
ting/expansion and C experience. The C experience does not play an important role
because, in our understanding, when preforming identifier splitting/expanding tasks,
most of the participants do not try to perform a thorough source code understanding.
Rather, they try to get an idea about the context where the identifier is used, e.g., by
reading comments or other identifiers parts of the same context.

Table 15 shows results of the two-way permutation test of F-measure by context
(Context row) and program of studies (Program row). As the table shows, the
program of studies has no effect on the F-measure. Also, there is no significant
interaction (Context:Program row) between the two factors. We conclude that
there is no evidence of a correlation between identifier splitting/expansion and the
program of studies.

Table 16 F-measure: two-way permutation test by context & English proficiency

Df R sum Sq R mean Sq Pr(Prob)

Exp I
Context 3.000 8.224 2.741 <0.001
English 3.000 0.728 0.243 0.032
Context:English 9.000 1.438 0.160 0.054
Residuals 1664.000 140.491 0.084

Exp II
Context 4.000 3.172 0.793 <0.001
English 3.000 0.714 0.238 0.044
Context:English 12.000 0.799 0.067 0.698
Residuals 1030.000 90.763 0.088
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Table 17 English proficiency: results of the Tukey’s HSD test

Pair of English knowledge levels diff lwr upr Adj. p-value

Exp I
2: good-1: bad −0.063 −0.122 −0.004 0.030
3: very good-1: bad −0.035 −0.086 0.014 0.253
4: excellent-1: bad −0.051 −0.110 0.007 0.110
3: very good-2: good 0.027 −0.022 0.077 0.500
4: excellent-2: good 0.011 −0.047 0.070 0.957
4: excellent-3: very good −0.015 −0.065 0.034 0.853

Exp II
2: good-1: bad −0.094 −0.219 0.030 0.209
3: very good-1: bad −0.120 −0.237 −0.003 0.040
4: excellent-1: bad −0.118 −0.231 −0.005 0.035
3: very good-2: good −0.025 −0.102 0.050 0.818
4: excellent-2: good −0.024 −0.094 0.046 0.813
4: excellent-3: very good 0.001 −0.053 0.056 0.999

Finally, Table 16 reports the two-way permutation test of F-measure by context
(Context row) and English proficiency (English row). For Exp I, as the table shows,
not only the English proficiency has a significant effect on the F-measure (p-value =
0.032), but there is also a marginal interaction (Context: English row, p-value= 0.54)
between the context and the English knowledge. The level of English knowledge also
plays a significant effect in Exp II, although in this case the permutation test does not
show any significant interaction.

Table 17 reports results of the post-hoc analysis using the Tukey’s HSD test.
As the table shows, in Exp I subjects having a good English proficiency perform
significantly better than those having a bad proficiency. In Exp II, subjects having a
good or very good English proficiency significantly outperform those having a bad
proficiency.

In summary, we can conclude that the English prof iciency signif icantly inf luences
the ability of participants to split/expand identif iers. This conclusion reveals that the
English proficiency is used besides the domain knowledge that developers have
about the programs they are dealing with, to understand the source code, and hence
disambiguate the concepts conveyed by source code identifiers.

4 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we report a qualitative analysis based on (i) the post-experiment
questionnaires, and (ii) observations obtained by monitoring participants during the
two experiments. Also, we provide some illustrative examples, discussing cases in
which the splitting/expansion of identifiers was (not) correctly performed.

4.1 Exp I - Post Experiment Questionnaire Results

As it can be noticed from Fig. 3, participants agreed on the usefulness of the informa-
tion provided in the experiment procedures: 16 participants found this information
very helpful and 26 participants found it helpful. In summary, Q1 indicates that,
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Fig. 3 Exp I - Post-experiment
questionnaire: usefulness of
experiment procedure
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overall, participants correctly understood the experimental procedure and did not
experience major problems in performing the tasks.

Regarding Q2, which concerns the relevance of contextual information (Fig. 4a),
30 participants agreed that the most helpful context for them was the file context
level. Eight participants found that the function level was the most useful for them.
Yet, only four participants found that the file plus Acronym Finder level was the
most helpful during the experiment. This confirms the quantitative results of RQ1
(Context Relevance), i.e., the file level is the most relevant context level, and the
Acronym Finder does not introduce significant additional benefits.

Concerning Q3 i.e., usefulness of C knowledge, Fig. 4b shows that eight partici-
pants found that their experience in C programmingwas totally useless when splitting
and expanding source code identifiers. However, 14 participants found that their C
experience was not very useful when performing such a task, and 17 participants
found it a bit useful. Only three participants indicated that their C experience
was helpful. In summary, participants perceived the knowledge of C programming
language not particularly useful for the task. The latter observation confirms the
quantitative results of RQ3 (Effect of Population Variable) summarized in Table 14.

Regarding Q4 that deals with the knowledge of Linux utilities. As Fig. 4c shows,
only three participants found that their Linux knowledge was very useful for them
when splitting and expanding the identifiers given to them, and five participants
found it a bit useful. Yet, ten participants found that their Linux knowledge was
not very useful, and 24 found it totally useless. In summary, most of the participants
perceived the Linux knowledge not particularly useful when performing identifier
splitting and expansion. The latter observation confirms the quantitative results of
RQ3 (Effect of Population Variable) summarized in Tables 12 and 13.

Figure 4d indicates that five participants found the source comments very useful,
33 found them useful, and one participant found it a bit useful when performing
identifier splitting/expansion tasks. Only three participants found the comments not
very useful. Hence, most of the participants agreed on the usefulness of source code
comments when splitting/expanding source code identifiers.
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(a) Q2: Context (b) Q3: C Experience

(c) Q4: Linux Knowledge (d) Q5: Source code comments

Fig. 4 Exp I - Post-experiment questionnaire: context and participants’ background relevance

Our observations also reveal the importance of having a good level of English
proficiency when performing identifier splitting and expansion tasks. In fact, Eng-
lish native speaker participants (seven of them), or those having a good/excellent
English proficiency, were facilitated in the process of recognizing English words in
identifiers, even in presence of abbreviations and acronyms. The latter observation
confirms the quantitative results of RQ3 (Effect of Population Variable) summarized
in Tables 16 and 17.

4.2 Exp II - Post Experiment Questionnaire Results

Similarly to Exp I, we collected and analyzed data gained from the post-experiment
questionnaire that we gave to the participants at the end of the experiment and where
the main questions are summarized in Table 6.

Regarding Q1 (usefulness of information provided by the experiment material),
as shown in Fig. 5, all participants agreed that this information was helpful for
them, which means that they did not face any problem when performing the tasks.
For what concerns Q2 (relevance of context), Fig. 6a shows that 10 participants
found that the application-level context was helpful for them, five agreed that the
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Fig. 5 Exp II -
Post-experiment
questionnaire: usefulness of
experiment procedure
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application plus Acronym Finder was the most helpful for them, four found the file-
level context more important when performing the identifier splitting and expansion
tasks, and only two participants claim that the file plus Acronym Finder was the most
helpful level for them. The positive feedbacks about the usefulness of the application
level (partially) contrasts the quantitative results obtained in RQ1, which indicated
that application level context did not introduce significant additional benefits with
respect to file level context. Nevertheless, some participants indicated that they
found particularly useful the possibility to browse header files to better understand
identifiers used in C files. The latter observation highlights that for languages like
C/C++ header files are a very important source of information, because very often
functions, types, data structures, or classes (C++) are defined there.

ForQ3, we notice from Fig. 6b that 12 participants agreed that their experience in
C was not very helpful when performing the given tasks, and only nine participants
claim that their C expertise was a bit helpful for such experimental tasks and this is in
accordance with the quantitative results of Exp II obtained for RQ3 and summarized
in Table 14. RegardingQ4, Fig. 6c reveals that one participant found that his knowl-
edge in Linux was totally useless. Yet, nine participants agreed that their knowledge
in Linux was not very useful, six mentioned that it was a bit useful when splitting and
expanding the given C identifiers, and five claim that the Linux knowledge was very
helpful for them. The latter observation confirms the quantitative results of Exp II
obtained for RQ3 and summarized in Tables 12 and 13. Figure 6d shows that only one
participant found the source code comments not very useful, 17 participants found
them useful, and three found the source code comments very useful.

As shown by Table 1, participants in Exp II are homogenous in terms of C
expertise and the English proficiency. In fact, most of the participants have a good
to excellent English proficiency (six are English native speakers), having such a
knowledge of English, participants of Exp II did not face difficulties when performing
the experimental tasks. Also, the participants have a medium to expert knowledge in
C programming. Such homogeneity does not apply to Exp I participants instead.
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Fig. 6 Exp II - Post-experiment questionnaire: context and participants’ background relevance

Overall, the post-experiments questionnaires results confirm the the quantitative
results presented in Section 3, i.e., the increase of the context help participants
split/expand identifiers. The application and file levels seems to be the most helpful
context levels (even though the difference between the two levels is not statistically
significant). The external information (i.e., the Acronym Finder) is not always useful
especially when the acronyms are specific to the application in question. However,
the source code comments were found helpful by almost all the participants. Results
of this section confirms the results reported in Section 3 for what concerns the par-
ticipants’ characteristics and background. In fact, the C programming expertise was
found not useful for the identifier splitting/expansion task. Yet, the Linux knowledge
was helpful for some participants, confirming that for Exp II it had a significant effect.

4.3 Illustrative Examples from the Data Exploration

To provide insights about identifier splitting/expansion difficulties faced by the
participants of the two experiment, Table 18 reports examples of wrong splits/
expansions with brief explanations about the cause of the failure in expanding these
identifiers. As it can be noticed from the table, wrong splits/expansions were mainly
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Table 18 Examples of wrong splits and expansions

Identifier Wrong split/ Identifier Type of mistake
expansion oracle

mempcpy memory p copy memory pointer Correct split but inability
copy to expand the letter p

into pointer
case_data_rw_idx case data read case data Correct split but incorrect

write index row index expansion of rw into read
write instead of row

dupok dupok duplicate ok Inability to correctly split
dupok into dup ok and
expand it into duplicate ok

fpcw_new_offset floating point f p control word Correct split and inability
control word new offset to expand the letters f and
new offset p in fpcw into f loating

and point
pendulist pend user list pending user list Correct split and incorrect

expansion by keeping pend
as it is instead of pending

pmat privatematrix partitioned matrix Incorrect expansion of p to
private instead of
partitioned

rm_so remove socket remove shared Incorrect splitting and expan-
object sion of rm_so into remove

socket instead of remove
shared object

ipfrag internet protocol internet protocol Correct split and incorrect
fragmentation fragment expansion of frag to fragmen-

tation instead of fragment
assoc associate association Incorrect expansion of assoc

to associate instead of asso-
ciation

bfd_abs_section_ptr binary file descriptor binary file descriptor Correct splitting and incorrect
absolute section abstract section expansion of abs to abstract
pointer pointer instead of absolute

dupok directory up ok duplicate ok Incorrect splitting and expan-
sion of dupok into directory
up ok instead of duplicate ok

dbsm_start data base state decibel per square Incorrect expansion of the
machine start meter start acronym dbsm

internal_auxent internal auxiliary internal auxiliary Incorrect expansion of the
entry entities abbreviation ent to entry

instead of entities
extcase external case extended case Incorrect expansion of the

abbreviation ext to external
instead of extended

pl_stm_tbl prolog statement prolog stream Incorrect expansion of the
table table abbreviation stm to statement

instead of stream
dumbterm dumb term dumb terminal Keeping the abbreviation term

as it is instead of expanding
it to terminal towards a wrong
expansion of dumbterm
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due to single letters (e.g., p inmempcpy, which some participants did not recognize),
and abbreviations composed of only two letters (e.g., rw in case_data_rw_idx).Wrong
answers were also due to incorrect splits (e.g., dupok that was incorrectly split into
directory, up, and ok), or to the inability to recognize terms composing an identifier,
as in the case of lf_isset that was kept as it is, instead of being split into is and set.
Difficulties were also faced when expanding few acronyms such as (e.g., dbsm in
dbsm_start and arm in arm_reg_parse). Other wrong expansions were noticed when
a term part of an identifier appeared to be an English word, but indeed it required
an expansion which participants did not apply. For example, dumbterm was split into
dumb and term instead of dumb and terminal. Then, we investigated how participants
expanded acronyms, and to what extent the Acronym Finder was helpful for that. To
this aim, we classified acronyms into:

1. AF ∧ OR: acronyms that have an expansion proposed by the Acronym Finder
that matches the one of our oracle, 50 % of acronyms fall into this category;

2. AF ∧ not(OR): acronyms that have an expansion proposed by the Acronym
Finder that does not matches the one of our oracle, 38 % of acronyms fall into
this category;

3. not AF: acronyms that are not in the Acronym Finder, 12 % of acronyms fall
into this category.

We computed the proportions of correctly expanded acronyms for the file plus
Acronym Finder context, i.e., the common context level between Exp I and Exp II
that uses the Acronym Finder as an external source of information. The proportions
of correctly expanded acronyms (Matched) are reported in Table 19.

Table 19 Proportions of correctly expanded acronyms with the file plus Acronym Finder context

Identifiers AF ∧ OR AF ∧ not(OR) notAF Matched – Unmatched –
Exp I (%) Exp II (%)

API_SIGNON
√

100 100
argv_to_scm

√
0 20

arm_reg_parse
√

0 0
bfd_abs_section_ptr

√
78 100

blk_queue_io_stat
√

100 100
dbsm_start

√
0 0

dfp
√

67 100
esi

√
25 25

FFEBAD_severityFATAL
√

37.5 50
FFI_Ok

√
100 75

fpcw_new_offset
√

25 20
gmon_io_write

√
100 100

GMP_NUMB_MAX
√

75 40
hol_cluster_base

√
50 66.7

ipfrag
√

100 100
pBt

√
12.5 50

PNG_INFO_PLTE
√

62.5 50
rrt_prev

√
12.5 0

scm_set_smob_print
√

25 0
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For what concerns the category AF ∧ OR, participants were able to expand
100 % of well-known acronyms, i.e., API in the identifier API_SIGNON ip in
ipfrag, and io in the identifiers gmon_io_write and blk_queue_io_stat. In addition,
some acronyms were expanded in high proportions by participants of Exp II while
others were easily handled by participants of Exp I. Examples of acronyms that
were expanded in high proportions by participants of Exp II are bfd in the identifier
bfd_abs_section_ptr (with a percentage of 100 % versus 75 % in Exp I), scm in the
identifier argv_to_scm (20 % of cases, versus no correct expansion in Exp I).

Acronyms that were better expanded by the participants of Exp I are GMP in
the identifier GMP_NUMB_MAX (75 % in Exp I versus 40 % in Exp II), scm in
set_smob_print (25 % in Exp I versus 0 % in Exp II), FFI in FFI_Ok (100 % in Exp
I and 75 % in Exp II), PNG in PNG_INFO_PLTE (62.5 % in Exp I versus 50 % in
Exp II).

The acronym esi was correctly expanded with a proportion of 25 % in both Exp I
and Exp II. The acronym dbsm was not correctly expanded by any participant.

Overall, only well-known acronyms were expanded in 100 % of cases, some were
expanded in different proportions less that 100 % by participants of Exp I and II,
and others were not correctly expanded by any participant (e.g., dbsm) even if their
expansions exist among the expansions provided by the Acronym Finder. Thus, we
conclude that the availability of the Acronym Finder is not particularly useful, and
that it could even be misleading by providing several choices of expansions that
are sometimes too generic, and do not fit with the exact context/domain of the
applications participants are dealing with.

For what concerns the second category of acronyms (AF ∧ not(OR)), participants
of Exp II expanded a high proportion of almost all acronyms, and they were able to
achieve an accuracy between 50 % and 100 %. These further remarks show that
the internal (source code and comments) context is more useful than the external
context (Acronym Finder). The high proportion of acronym expansions provided
by the participants of Exp II can be justified by their high English proficiency as
indicated in Table 1 and also by their knowledge of the domain (Linux) as reported
in Table 12.

Finally, we had only one acronym that does not exist in the Acronym Finder
(not AF), i.e., fpcw in the identifier fpcw_new_of fset. Participants were still able to
correctly expand it with a proportion of 25 % in Exp I and 20 % in Exp II.

Overall, we can conclude from these examples that, on the one hand, adding an
external source of information to the participants is not often helpful if this does
not properly reflect the application context and domain. On the other hand, the
participants’ domain knowledge can, sometimes, play an important role, and their
English proficiency reveals to be very useful.

In summary, we can conclude from both qualitative and quantitative analyses that
the increase of the context help participants split/expand identifiers. The application
and file levels are the most helpful context levels (even though the difference
between the two levels is not statistically significant). The external information (i.e.,
the Acronym Finder) is not always useful if this does not properly reflect the appli-
cation context and domain of the application. Regarding participants’ characteristics
and background, C programming expertise was not useful for the identifier split-
ting/expansion task. Yet, the knowledge of the domain (Linux) was helpful for some
participants (Exp II), and their English proficiency reveals to be very useful.
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5 Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity concern any confounding factor that could influence our
results. One case of internal validity threats is the one related to learning and fatigue
effect. This threat is addressed in our experiment by (i) using different treatments—
including different ordering in which identifiers were shown to the participants—for
each group of participants in the experimental design (see Table 4), and (ii) having a
task and lab duration of a reasonable size, i.e., 40 identifiers (Exp I) and 50 identifiers
(Exp II) for each participant, and 120 min laboratory session.

Another threat could be the one related to the subjectivity of the answers provided
in the pre-experiment questionnaire. Since we asked subjects to rate themselves for
what concerns their knowledge of Linux, C programming language, and English, we
are aware that the collected information can contain over-positive and over-negative
assessments. To limit threats related to variation of participants’ performance in the
experimental tasks, we divided participants into groups (“blocks”) of participants
having, roughly, the same level of skills/experience, and then performed a stratified
sampling to make sure that skill/expertise is uniformly distributed across groups in
the experimental designs of Table 4.

A further internal validity threat is the diffusion or imitation of treatments. This
threat is also limited by preventing access to the experiment material outside the
experiment hours by other groups’ members. Also, although participants were aware
of the laboratory objectives—i.e., splitting and expanding identifiers using any source
of information available—they did not know exactly the experimental hypotheses.

Threats to construct validity concern the relation between the theory and the
observation. In our study, this threat is mainly due to possible mistakes in the oracle,
which we cannot exclude a priori. To limit such a threat, the oracle was produced
using a consensus approach, i.e., two authors produced independent oracles, and then
discussed cases of disagreement. We adapted this approach in order to minimize the
bias and the risk of producing erroneous results. This decision was motivated by the
complexity of identifiers, which capture developers’ domain and solution knowledge,
personal preferences, etc.

Threats to conclusion validity concern with issues that affect the ability to draw the
correct conclusions about relations between the treatment and the outcome of the
experiment. We used non-parametric tests—e.g., Wilcoxon and permutation tests—
which do not make any assumption on the underlying distributions of the data set.
Also, whenever multiple Wilcoxon tests are performed, we adjusted p-values using
the Holm’s correction. Finally, other than the presence of significant differences,
we also analyzed the magnitude of the detected differences using a non-parametric
effect-size measure, i.e., Cliff’s delta.

Threats to external validity concern the possibility of generalizing our results. This
relates to (i) the choice of object programs from which identifiers to split/expand
have been sampled and (ii) the choice of the experiment participants. To make our
results as generalizable as possible, we randomly selected our sample of identifiers
from a set of open-source project. We only consider C programs rather than Java
programs because a previous study showed that in most cases Java identifiers can
be split/expanded trivially, e.g., using a simple Camel Case heuristic (Madani et al.
2010). This is because Java identifiers are usually built using the Camel Case conven-
tion and, quite often, are composed of full English words rather than abbreviations
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and/or acronyms. Instead, the usage of a more complex splitting/expansion is partic-
ularly useful for programming languages that use short identifiers (e.g., C and C++).

The participants that performed the experiments belong to a population of
Canadian students (bachelor, master, Ph.D.) and post-docs. Many of them already
had previous industrial experience. Nevertheless, we are aware that the context in
which our experiment was performed is still an academic one, therefore replications
in industrial settings are highly desirable.

6 Related Work

This section describes the most relevant contributions to (i) the role of textual
information on program comprehension and software quality, (ii) the relevance of
context for program comprehension, and (iii) approaches and tools for the automatic
splitting and expansion of source code identifiers.

6.1 Role of Textual Information on Program Comprehension and Software Quality

Early work (Soloway et al. 1983; von Mayrhauser and Vans 1995) on program
comprehension and mental models, which are programmers’ mental representation
of the program being maintained, highlighted the significance of textual information
to capture and encode programmers’ intent and knowledge in software. The role
of identifier naming was also investigated by Anquetil and Lethbridge (1998), who
suggested the existence—in the source code lexicon—of “hard-terms” that encode
core concepts.

Takang et al. (1996) empirically studied the role of identifiers and comments on
source code understanding. They compared abbreviated identifiers to full-word iden-
tifiers and uncommented code to commented code. The results of their study showed
that commented programs aremore understandable than non-commented programs,
and that programs containing full-word identifiers are more understandable than
those with abbreviated identifiers.

Caprile and Tonella (1999) performed an in-depth analysis of the internal struc-
ture of identifiers. They showed that identifiers are an important source of infor-
mation about system concepts and that the information they convey is often the
starting point of program comprehension. Other researchers (Caprile and Tonella
2000; Merlo et al. 2003) assessed the quality of identifiers, their syntactic structure,
plus the information carried by the terms that compose them.

Deißenböck and Pizka (2005) provided a set of guidelines to produce high-quality
identifiers. With such guidelines, identifiers should contain enough information for a
software engineer to understand the program concepts.

Lawrie et al. (2007) attempted to assess the quality of source code identifiers.
They suggested an approach, named QALP (Quality Assessment using Language
Processing), relying on the textual similarity between related software artifacts. The
QALP tool leverages identifiers and related comments to characterize the quality
of a program. The results of their empirical study indicated that full words as well
as recognizable abbreviations contribute to better program understanding. Their
work suggested that the recognition of words composing identifiers, and, thus, of the
domain concepts associated with them could contribute to a better comprehension.
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Binkley et al. (2009) investigated the use of the identifier separators, namely the
Camel Case convention and underscores in program comprehension. They found
that the Camel Case convention led to better understanding than underscores,
and when participants are properly trained, that participants performed faster with
identifiers built using the Camel Case convention rather than those with underscores.

Sharif and Maletic (2010) replicated this study using an eye-tracking system. The
results of their study showed that participants recognized identifiers that used the
underscore notation more quickly. They also reported that there is no difference in
terms of accuracy between the Camel Case and underscore style.

A recent work by Binkley et al. (2013) studied the impact of identifier style on
program comprehension. In this work, the authors conducted five studies with 150
participants and examined two styles, namely the usage of camel case and underscore
as separators. Their hypothesis was that the style of identifiers affects the speed and
accuracy of comprehending source code. Their first study, which investigated how
well humans read identifiers in the two different styles, focused on low-level read-
ability issues. The remaining four studies built on the first to focus on the semantic
implications of identifier style. The results of their studies showed that the tasks of
reading and comprehending source code is fundamentally different from those of
reading and comprehending natural language. In addition, the authors highlighted
that as the task becomes similar to reading prose, the results become similar to
work on reading natural language text. Furthermore, the authors showed that, for
more “source focused” tasks, identifier style affects only non-experienced software
developers, who benefitted from the use of camel casing, however, experienced ones
appear to be less affected.

Overall, prior work reveals that identifiers represent an important source of
domain information, and that meaningful identifiers improve software quality and
reduce the time and effort to acquire a basic comprehension level for any mainte-
nance task.

6.2 Context Relevance for Program Comprehension

Many cognitive models have been proposed in the literature, and they all rely on the
programmers’ own knowledge, the source code and available documentation (von
Mayrhauser and Vans 1995). Disparities between various comprehensionmodels can
be explained in terms of differences in experimental factors such as programmer
characteristics, program characteristics and task characteristics that influence the
comprehension process (Storey 1998).

Robillard et al. (2004) performed an exploratory study to assess how developers
investigate context, more precisely, source code when performing a software change
task. Their study involved five developers performing a change task on a medium-
size open source system. In their study, they isolated the factors related to effective
program investigation behavior by performing a detailed qualitative analysis of the
program investigation behavior of successful and unsuccessful developers. Their
results support the intuitive notion that a methodical and structured approach to
program investigation is the most effective. Their main finding related to our work is
the fact that prior to performing a task, developers must discover and understand
the subset of the system relevant to the task. Thus, task context is important to
understand the task at hand and avoid information overload.
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Kersten and Murphy (2006) presented a mechanism that captures, models, and
persists the elements and relations relevant to a task. They showed how their task
context model reduces information overload and focuses a programmers’ work by
filtering and ranking the information presented by the development environment.
They implemented their task context model as a tool, Maylar, for the Eclipse
development environment. In their paper, a task context represents the program
elements and relationships relevant to completing a particular task.

Sillito et al. (2008) provided an empirical foundation for tool design based on an
exploration of what programmers need to understand and of how they use tools
to discover that information while performing a change task. They collected and
analyzed data from two observational studies. Their first study was carried out in
a laboratory setting. However, the second study was carried out in an industrial
work setting. The participants in the first study were observed as they worked
on assigned change tasks to a code base that was new to them. The results of
their study provide a more complete understanding of the information needed
by programmers performing change tasks, and of how programmers use tools to
discover that information. These results have several implications for tool design. In
fact, they point to the need to move tools closer to programmers’ questions and the
process of answering those questions and also suggest ways that tools can do this, for
example, by maintaining and using more types of context and by providing support
for working with larger and more diverse groups of entities and relationships.

We share with the above mentioned works the idea that task context is important
when performing a software evolution task. We were also inspired by them and
by a previous work (Guerrouj et al. 2013) on identifier splitting and expansion
when considering the source code and external documentation as our main contexts.
However, our focus is not on building task context models for programming tasks,
but rather on discovering the contexts relevant for a task at hand considered as one
of the essential ingredients in any feature location or traceability recovery technique
(Antoniol et al. 2002;Marc et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2007;Marcus et al. 2005; Poshyvanyk
et al. 2007).

6.3 Approaches for Identifier Splitting and Expansion

Stemming from Deißenböck and Pizka’s observation on the relevance of identifiers’
terms for program comprehension, several approaches have been proposed to split
and expand source identifiers. Examples of such approaches are the Camel Case,
Samurai (Enslen et al. 2009), TIDIER (Guerrouj et al. 2013) and Normalize (Lawrie
et al. 2010; Lawrie and Binkley 2011) approaches.

The simplest, widely-adopted Camel Case technique is often sufficient to ac-
complish software evolution tasks, see for example (Dit et al. 2011). Camel Case
depends on the use of naming conventions such as Camel Case and underscore.
Camel Case strategies do not use contextual information, which use is at the basis
of Samurai (Enslen et al. 2009). In a sense, Samurai can be thought as a clever Camel
Case guided by global and local knowledge encoded into frequency tables. Indeed,
Samurai local table is built by mining terms in the program under analysis while the
global table is made by mining the set of terms in a large corpus of programs.

A truly context-sensitive identifier splitting and expansion approach is TIDIER
described in (Guerrouj et al. 2013). TIDIER uses high-level and domain concepts
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captured into multiple dictionaries. Dictionaries can be context and application–
or domain dependent and can also include acronyms and abbreviations knowledge.
TIDIER is inspired by speech recognition techniques (it uses a modified version of
Ney’s dynamic time warping algorithm (Ney 1984)) to compute a string-edit distance
between dictionary terms and a given identifier.

More recently, a machine-translation algorithm based on n-gram languagemodels
have been proposed to accurately split and expand identifiers (Lawrie et al. 2010;
Lawrie and Binkley 2011). The core part of the expansion algorithm is based on
a machine translation technique, namely maximum coherence model based on co-
occurrence data that captures local context information. The heart of normalization
is a similarity metric computed from co-occurrence data, exploited to select the best
candidate among several possible expansions.

We share with previous work the assumption that identifier splitting and ex-
pansion is essential for program comprehension, and that contextual information is
relevant for such a task. Yet, in this paper, we show the extent to which contextual
information can support developers when performing program understanding tasks.
We assume, a small context (single line or part of a line) will not provide much hints:
a context as large as a complete application may helpful but not that much due to
information overload. We thus explore, through Exp I and II, the relevance of the
following context levels: function, file, and file plus external documentation context
levels.

7 Conclusion

This paper reported a family of two controlled experiments investigating the effect of
context in one of the practical tasks in softwaremaintenance and evolution, that is the
splitting and expansion of source code identifiers. More specifically, we investigated
the extent to which a source-code context could be helpful when splitting/expanding
source code identifiers, and the extent to which other factors related to identifiers’
characteristics and to developers skill/experience could influence participants’ per-
formances or interact with the effect of context.

The experiments involved 63 participants, students (bachelor, master, Ph.D.)
and post-docs from the École Polytechnique de Montréal, and used, as objects, a
set of 50 identifiers randomly sampled from a corpus of C open-source programs.
Exp I involved 42 participants, and investigated four different context levels: (i)
splitting/expanding identifiers without any contextual information, (ii) function level
context, (iii) file level context, and (iv) file plus the availability of an external context,
i.e., the Acronym Finder. Exp II involved 21 participants and, in addition to the
Exp I contexts (excluding the function context only), considered the application level
context, with and without the Acronym Finder.

The experimental results provide evidence on the usefulness of context for iden-
tifier splitting and expansion. In particular, results indicate that a wider context—
i.e., file-level—is more helpful than a limited one—i.e., function level. However, a
wider context, i.e., application level, does not introduce further improvements. In
general, the presence of an Acronym Finder did not introduce significant benefits,
likely because the acronyms contained in the identifiers are not domain specific.

We found no significant difference in the accuracy of splitting and expanding
terms consisting of abbreviations from those consisting of acronyms. However, while
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abbreviations are always significantly more difficult to split/expand than English
words, in Exp II this is not the case for acronyms. This result highlights that,
counterintuitively, developers would need support to split/expand abbreviations,
while acronyms are not always a big issue. Thus, identifier splitting/expansion tools
that exploit contextual information (Enslen et al. 2009; Guerrouj et al. 2013; Lawrie
et al. 2010; Lawrie and Binkley 2011) are particularly useful.

Results also show that, in both experiments, the participants’ level of English plays
a significant role in the identifier splitting and expansion performance. In particular,
participants are able to better exploit contextual information if they have a very good
knowledge of English. Instead, C experience and participants’ background (program
of studies) do not have a significant effect. The knowledge of Linux revealed to have
a significant effect only in Exp II.

In general, the obtained results can be used to provide useful insights to prac-
titioners and researchers, confirming the belief about the relevance of contextual
information in program comprehension. Such information is helpful not only to
humans when performing program comprehension tasks, but also to automatic tools
that rely on source code lexicon to perform various kinds of tasks, including feature
location (Dit et al. 2011).

Future work will aim at replicating this experimental study using eye-tracking
tools, to better observe the way developers investigate the contextual information
provided to them when performing identifier splitting and expansion. Another
research direction we wish to explore is to implement a context-aware approach
and tool that—within an Integrated Development Environment—supports devel-
opers program understanding, not only by suggesting possible identifier split-
ting/expansions, but also by providing contextual information useful when reading
and understanding an identifier.

Acknowledgements Special thanks to all the participants as this work would not be ossible without
your time. Many thanks also to all the reviewers for their thorough and well considered reviews.

Appendix

A Detailed Study Settings

Table 20 reports the characteristics of the 34 applications from which the 50 iden-
tifiers used in our study were sampled.

Table 21 reports the expansions of all the identifiers used in the experiments. The
column Separator indicates whether underscore or Camel Case separators are used.
The columns Abbr., Acro. and Plain report the number of abbreviations, acronyms
and plain English words composing each identifier.

B Detailed Results

This Appendix reports figures detailing results presented and discussed in Section 3.
Specifically, Figs. 7 and 8 show boxplots of Precision and Recall for the different
levels of context, respectively.
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Table 21 Splitting/expansion oracle and kinds of terms composing identifiers

Identifiers Separators Oracle Abbr. Acro. Plain

ac_comm
√

accounting communication 2 0 0
acct_file

√
accounting file 1 0 1

API_SIGNON
√

application programming 0 1 2
interface sign on

argv_to_scm
√

argument vector to source 2 1 1
code module

arm_reg_parse
√

arm register parse 1 1 1
assoc association 1 0 0
AV_NOPTS_VALUE

√
average number options value 3 0 1

bfd_abs_section_ptr
√

binary file descriptor absolute 2 1 1
section pointer

blk_queue_io_stat
√

block queue input output 2 1 1
statistic

case_data_rw_idx
√

case data row index 2 0 2
cimage current image 1 0 1
CKA_KEY_TYPE

√
check attribute key type 2 0 2

CKR_SESSION_READ_ONLY
√

check return session read only 2 0 3
dbsm_start

√
decibel per square meter start 0 1 1

denlstring delete new line string 3 0 1
dfp default face pointer 0 1 0
dict_value_iter_helper

√
dictionary value iterator helper 2 0 2

dpas_sem_is_rvalue
√

dynamic pascal semantic is 4 0 2
right value

dumbterm dumb terminal 1 0 1
dupok duplicate ok 1 0 1
ENOTCONN endpoint not connected 2 0 1
esi extended source index 0 1 0
EXTCASE extended case 1 0 1
f_getlk

√
file get lock 2 0 1

FFEBAD_severityFATAL
√

fortran front end bad 0 1 3
severity fatal

FFI_Ok
√

foreign function interface ok 0 1 1
fpcw_new_offset

√
floating point control unit 0 1 2
word new offset

gmon_io_write
√

graphic monitor input 2 1 1
output write

GMP_NUMB_MAX
√

gnu multi precision number 2 1 0
maximum

grad_avp_t
√

gnu radius attribute value 6 0 0
pointer type

HD_SYLVESTER
√

holiday sylvester 1 0 1
hol_cluster_base

√
help option list cluster base 0 1 2

internal_auxent
√

internal auxiliary entities 2 0 1
ipfrag internet protocol fragment 1 1 0
LF_ISSET

√
line feed is set 2 0 2

load_maind
√

load main directory 1 0 2
load_scnptr

√
load scan pointer 2 0 1

HD_SYLVESTER
√

holiday sylvester 1 0 1
mempcpy memory pointer copy 3 0 0
NUMMONS number monsters 2 0 0
nvtbl non virtual table 3 0 0
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Table 21 (continued)

Identifiers Separators Oracle Abbr. Acro. Plain

pBt pointer binary tree 0 1 9
pendulist pending user list 2 0 1
pl_stm_tbl

√
prolog stream table 3 0 0

pmat partitioned matrix 2 0 0
PNG_INFO_PLTE

√
portable network graphics 2 1 0
information palette

PRBool portable runtime boolean 3 0 0
rm_so

√
remove shared object 3 0 0

rrt_prev
√

rip routing table 1 1 0
scm_set_smob_print

√
scm set small object print 2 1 2

SECOID_SetAlgorithmID
√

security object identifier 4 0 2
set algorithm identifier

Fig. 7 Boxplots of precision
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Fig. 8 Boxplots of recall
different context levels (AF =
Acronym Finder)
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